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What we did

Rick Klooster
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- Examine 5 existing BMC solutions by governments

- Identify the best open format

- Propose most feasible technical solution

- Execute BIM quickscan for 5 Estonian companies

- Execute BIM analytics for Estonian BIM data

- Organise consultative stakeholder meeting

- Deliver technical report with advice

Activities
Technical report
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- Level of BIM maturity in Estonia is quite high

- A lot of support for initiative among stakeholders

- Increased transparency and faster permit process most 

important motives

- Minimize extra requirements for BIM model submission

- Make distinguishment between BMC and Area checks

- Rule vs Algorithm based checks

Outcomes
Technical report
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         Complexity 
                                  of the solution and technology

Effort to create BIM according to requirements

Process
digitization

Rule-based
checking

Algorithm-based
checking

“AI”



- IFC for building

- Upcoming “IFC infra extensions”

- CityGML for 3D city models

- ADE’s for extensions of city models

The (open) standards
Technical report
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Rule based checking vs Algorithm based checkingTechnical report



Rule vs Algorithm 

based checking
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Rule vs Algorithm 

based checking
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Rule vs Algorithm 

based checking
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Rule vs Algorithm 
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Rule vs Algorithm 
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Rule vs Algorithm 

based checking
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Rule vs Algorithm 

based checking
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When you manually add data (according to really detailed 
guidelines and requirements)Rule vs Algorithm 

based checking
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When you manually add data (according to really detailed 
guidelines and requirements), and then manually check in 
the checking-tool if the data is realistic and valid

Rule vs Algorithm 

based checking
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When you manually add data (according to really detailed 
guidelines and requirements), and then manually check in 
the checking-tool if the data is realistic and valid, then you 
can check it automatically very fast.

Rule vs Algorithm 

based checking
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When you manually add data (according to really detailed 
guidelines and requirements), and then manually check in 
the checking-tool if the data is realistic and valid, then you 
can check it automatically very fast.
For a couple of permits requirements.

Rule vs Algorithm 

based checking
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When you manually add data (according to really detailed 
guidelines and requirements), and then manually check in 
the checking-tool if the data is realistic and valid, then you 
can check it automatically very fast.
For a couple of permits requirements.
With a lot of exceptions. 

Rule vs Algorithm 

based checking
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- Check both building and usage permit

- Webbased

- Easy interface

- Rule based & algorithm based

- Open standards

- Works based on the Estonian BIM standard

The starting points
Proof of Concept
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Demonstration
Proof of Concept

Final presentation 
BIM based permit process

Demo video: https://youtu.be/cmOYWyJDMWY    
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BIM Bots



Voxel Server

BIM Surfer

IfcOpenShell

The infrastructure
Proof of Concept
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01. Building maximum height

02. Evacuation routes

03. Facade materials

04. Maximum ground area

05. Location in bounding box

06. Safety barriers / fall protection

07. Spacing minimum door width

08. Maximum storeys above ground

09. Differences

The checks
Proof of Concept
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The checks

Calculates the height from the geometry from the 

origin (0,0,0) and compares it with a given value. 

(fixed at 18 m for POC)

False negative when the origin is not set right

01. Building maximum height

☐ Rule based

☒ Algorithm based

☒ Building permit

☒ Usage permit
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The checks

Calculates the length of the route (voxel based) and 

checks for the maximum distance (30m in POC) from 

fire doors (wider than 1,2 m in POC)

False negative when doors aren’t classified right

02. Evacuation routes

☒ Rule based

☒ Algorithm based

☒ Building permit

☒ Usage permit
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The checks

Checks whether the outside walls (isExternal) consists 

of a certain material (Raudbetoon for POC)

False negatives when the isExternal property is not set 

right and if material names are (spelled) wrong 

03. Facade Material

☒ Rule based

☐ Algorithm based

☒ Building permit

☒ Usage permit
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The checks

Checks for all geometries if they fit within a given 

bounding box (zoning plan). For the POC one fixed 

volume is used

No false negatives

05. Location in bounding box (zoning plan)

☐ Rule based

☒ Algorithm based

☒ Building permit

☒ Usage permit
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The checks

A voxel based check which ‘walks’ through the 

building, opens doors and checks if you can fall more 

than 1m.

In the POC, elevator shafts and the ground level give 

false negatives

06. Safety barriers/fall protection

☐ Rule based

☒ Algorithm based

☒ Building permit

☒ Usage permit
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Recommendations
- Scale up to a final infrastructure

- Add the link with 3D Digital Twin

- Specify checks per permit type

- Make a list of the top 10 checks

- Design these checks

- Digitize the necessary regulations (eg. detailed plans)

- Configure the checks

- Improve the checks

- Expand with new checks

Proof of Concept
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UX design

UX DESIGN FOR 
BIM SUPPORTED EHR 

POC

Integration within Building registry
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The workflow
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Workflow 
submission
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Workflow
assessment
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Integration 
Building Registry
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Integration 
Building Registry
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Technical
recommendations

- Setup the digital regulation well structured to keep the 

overview, so the solution will be flexible, scalable and 

future proof

- Stick to the open standards like IFC, BCF, CityGML and 

3D Tiles

- Try to use algorithm based approach as much as 

possible. It’s less depending on high quality source 

data and more reliable.

- Think about adding machine learning to future checks
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Link to POC

Link: http://bimchecks.futureinsight.nl

Username: bim@futureinsight.nl

Password: BIMEstonia
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